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Early Booking Discounts end December 31!

Last chance for early booking discounts. $100 off if booked in December on all breedings to Farrington, Schroeder and Navarone. Also, return customers and quality mare discounts. Our stallions are approved in multiple registries, from international proven bloodlines for jumping dressage or eventing. We specialize in having good characters, strong hind quarters with athleticism to make FEI and Grand Prix quality horses. If your breeding for
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VDL Stud

Frozen Available Ready to Ship

Aram
Arezzo VDL
Baltic VDL
Boss VDL
Cantos Keur
Olympic Cardento 933
Carlton Hill
Carosso VDL
Carona VDL
Caspe
Corland Keur
Crespo VDL
Discovery
Don Ricos
Douglas
Emlent Keur
Falsterbo VDL
French Buffet xx
Glasgow van het Merelnest
Goodtimes
Great Pleasure
Harley
Hattrick
Hold Up Premier
Indoctro Keur
Jintown
Kelvin
Olympic Lancet
Landlord 849
Matterhorn
Neckar
Oahom
Orame
Olympic Orestus VDL
Pharaoon xx
Polansky
Prestige
Rebel Z 1
Sambertino
Sheraton
Silverstone
Silvio II
Tenerife
Uphill
Val d’Isere
Vegas
Vermont
Veron
Wellington KEUR
Wetano 976
Wittinger
Zapatero
Zavall
007 (must preorder for 2011)

Dressage, Jumping or Eventing, we have something for you! We can also help you pick the best choice for your mare for what you want.

Navarone (Jus de Pomme x Armstrong)

Star imported mare Marja (Burggraaf x Pericles xx) For Sale

We leased this sweet well bred mare for a season and she had a gorgeous colt by Navarone, Finley MG. The owner wants to sell her as they have a nice colt from her for themselves and not breeding anymore. Marja is a very sweet mare to have around. Easy to get along with the other mares. We got her late in the season so she had a late start at breeding. We did get her in foal, but this year she didn't conceive. She is cultured clean and in good health. She comes with a breeding to Navarone or Schroeder. Breeding season is almost here and she will be ready to be bred! $8500 to some very lucky person.

New VDL Frozen Stallions offered....

VDL has 7 new stallions available by frozen in 2011. The new dressage stallion Carlton Hill brings us the exciting blood of Uphill and Vincent!

Carlton Hill (Uphill - Vincent - Zebulon) KWPN approved
Fresh Cooled backup guarantee with:
- Farrington Keur
- Navarone
- Schroeder

Approvals with KWPN, Hanoverian OLD, BWP, SF, Swedish and Holstein

**MVE Frozen Tanks For Sale at Majestic Gaits**

And 6 new exciting jumper stallions with such fabulous new international bloodlines for us to offer. Check out the pedigrees and how much have jumped international and up to 1.6m! Jumping ability is very hereditary and you can see why!

- **Arezzo VDL** (Chin Chin - Heartbreaker - Renville) KWPN Approved

- **Carrera** (Cardento - Baloubet du Rouet - Nurzeus) Zangersheide Approved

- **Carlton Hill** (Uphill x Vincent)

**Horse International**

Subscribe to Horse International Magazine

**KWPN Hats & Shirts**

We have KWPN Dutch Warmblood hats and shirts for sale.

**E-Z Healthy Hay Feeder - Save Hay and Bedding!**
Carrera VDL (Cardento - Baloubet du Rouet)

Carosso (Cassini - Linaro - Caletto II) Zangersheide

Carosso VDL (Cassini - Linaro)

Crespo (Canturo - Candillo - Quidam de Revel)

Crespo VDL (Canturo - Candillo)

Falsterbo (Flipper d'Elle - Emilion - Nimmerdor) Zangersheide

Falsterbo VDL (Flipper d'Elle - Emilion)
Glasgow (Nabab de Reve - Darco - Hedjas) AES approved

Glasgow van het (Nabab de Reve - Darco)

Let us know if you are interested in breeding to any of these new stallions, so we import enough for everyone.

VDL Stud Fantastic Success at Stallion 1st Round

Wow...check out the list of stallions that have been pre-selection for the 1st round selections in Holland. 18 stallions! 3 dressage and 15 jumping stallions! Way to go VDL! Some of these stallions may get approved and available for us via frozen in the next year! The next step is the KWPN Stallion show for 2nd and 3rd round selections Feb 2-5, 2011. I don't think I'll make it again this year. :-( But, will be following VDL's and all the stallions success there. 182 stallions to be seen over 3 days. A great place to study bloodlines and the up and coming KWPN Dutch stallions!

VDL's Stallions Dressage

**DALINERO** 528003000800150, VB, DP, 23 February 2008, Dark Brown, 1.63 m
V. WESTPOINT, v. JAZZ PREF
M. VICTORIA DP, KEUR
v. CABOCHON KEUR M. MACBETH RP, KEUR, PREF, SPORT-(DRES)
mv. CORLEONE -- LE FAQUIN XX KEUR

**DUBAI** 528003000806771, VB, DP, 1 JUNI 2008, Brown, 1.68 m
V. WESTPOINT, v. JAZZ PREF
M. TRONICA DP, Star, PROK
v. FLEMMINGH PREF M. HILDEGONDE RP, KEUR, PREF, PREST
mv. AHORN PREF -- UPPERCUT XX PREF
DARIUS T 528003000801515, VB, DP, 25 March 2008, Brown, 1.68 m
V. DREAMCATCHER, v. DAY DREAM
M. NIKITA RP, ELITE, SPORT-(DRES)
v. INDOCTRO PREF M. FIRONA RP, Star, PREST
mv. AHORN PREF -- JASHIN

VDLs Stallions Jumping

DARCO BLEU 528003000804535, VB, SP, 5 May 2008, Gray Brown Born, 1.67 m
V. ZIROCCO BLUE VDL, v. MR. BLUE
M. NARONA RP, Star, PREF
v. LUX M. REBEKKA RP, Star, PREF
mv. LUCKY BOY XX PREF -- ARTILLEUR KEUR

DIMITRIE 528003000806650, VB, SP, 22 May 2008, Gray Chestnut Born, 1.72 m
V. ZIROCCO BLUE VDL, v. MR. BLUE
M. ORCHIDEE RP, KEUR
v. INDOCTRO PREF M. KARLA STB, RP
mv. BEAUJOLAI -- TOLAD

DALTON 528003000810438, VB, SP, 3 July 2008, Brown, 1.65 m
V. ZÈLOTE VDL, v. CHIN CHIN
M. RELONA STB, RP
v. AHORN PREF M. FABIOLA RP, Star, PREF, PREST, SPORT-(SPR)
mv. LE MEXICO KEUR -- JOOST PREF

DIOMARO 528993000808391, REG A, SP, 4 JUNI 2008, Dark Brown, 1.70 m.
V. CANTURO, V. CANTUS
M. IOMARA, STB, RP
V. LIBERO H, PREF M. VOMARA, STB, RP
MV. FARN, PREF -- HANASSI XX

DUNDEE 528003000801152, VB, SP, 1 March 2008, Brown, 1.67 m
V. CARDENTO, v. CAPITOL I
M. LALOMA RP, Star
v. GOODTIMES M. BIJLOMA RP, Star, PREF, PREST
mv. L. RONALD -- LUCKY BOY XX PREF

DISOLDE 528003000805227, VB, SP, 12 March 2008, Gray Brown Born, 1.72 m
V. CARDENTO, v. CAPITOL I
M. NISOLDE RP, KEUR
v. NIMMERDOR PREF M. ISOLDE RP, KEUR, PREF, PREST
mv. SILBERSEE -- CALYPSO II
Breeder: W. ABBRING, ONNEN

DENVER 528003000806238, VB, SP, 2 APRIL 2008, Gray
Chestnut Born, 1.71 m  
V. CORLAND KEUR, v. COR DE LA BRYERE  
M. VAYANA SP, Star, PROK, SPORT-(SPR), IBOP-(SPR)  
v. INDOCTRO PREF M. DIANA RP, KEUR, PREF  
mv. ZEUS KEUR -- LUCKY BOY XX PREF

**INDOUGLAS VAN HET BEVRIJDTHOF**  
056002W00270825, SP, 06 May 2008, Gray, 1.71 m  
V. DOUGLAS, v. DARCO  
M. WONDER A.S. VB, RP  
v. HEARTBREAKER PREF M. SONETTE VB, RP  
mv. MR. BLUE -- NIMMERDOR PREF

**DETOUR VDL**  
528003000813398, REG. A, SP8 July 2008, Dark E Chestnut, 1.66 m  
V. DOUGLAS, v. DARCO  
M. HELENA RP, KEUR, PREF, PREST  
v. AHORN PREF M. AZIEMIEKA STB, RP, PREF, PREST  
mv. SILVANO -- HANASSI XX

**DONALD V.D. LEEUWERK**  
528003000810319, VB, SP2 March 2008, Brown, 1.68 m  
V. INDOCTRO PREF, v. CAPITOL I  
M. PASTORALE STB, RP  
v. CALVADOS KEUR M. L.CORADIN STB, RP  
mv. CORRADO I -- RONALD

**DUBLIN VDM**  
528003000813197, VB, SP, 17 March 2008, Dark Brown, 1.73 m  
V. INDOCTRO PREF, v. CAPITOL I  
M. RUSINA STB, RP  
v. CORLAND KEUR M. JERSINA RP, Star, PREST  
mv. NIMMERDOR PREF -- NOTARIS KEUR

**DORADO**  
528003000804624, VB, SP, 26 APRIL 2008, Chestnut, 1.69 m  
V. INDORADO KEUR, v. CORRADO I  
M. JACINTHA RP, Star, PREF, PREST  
v. G.RAMIRO Z PREF M. FANTASIA VB, RP, PREF  
mv. NIMMERDOR PREF -- LUCKY BOY XX PREF

**DORAINDO**  
528003000812323, VB, SP, 17 March 2008, Gray, 1.65 m  
V. INDORADO KEUR, v. CORRADO I  
M. SILOMA RP, Star  
v. ZEUS KEUR M. FILOMA RP, KEUR, PREF  
mv. AHORN PREF -- GURIOSO

**DE BLUE VDL**  
528003000801675, VB, SP9 February 2008, Gray Brown Born, 1.71 m  
V. MR. BLUE, v. COUPERUS  
M. TOLIVIA VDL RP, ELITE  
v. CORRADO I M. NOLIVIA RP, KEUR  
mv. NIMMERDOR PREF -- JALISCO B SF
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CONQUITO DE421000580408, SP, 12 March 2008,
Brown, 1.65 m
V. CASALL, v. CARETINO
M. NAOMI II
v. CONTENDER M. WALLINE H
mv. LANDGRAF I -- CAPITOL I

More news to come! Keep the news coming of the offspring of VDL and Majestic Gaits stallions, so we can share with all. Next issue will be news of offspring from all the stallions!

Best wishes to everyone in 2011. Looking forward to a fantastic year!

Sincerely,

Kathy Hickerson
Majestic Gaits
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